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T

he project, entitled as
suggestive as it can be,
„The Treasures of Dowry Chests at
the Carpathian Gate”, certainly occupies a place on the podium of the
most valuable works of this type,
both in terms of the approach of
cultural values belonging equally
to the material and immaterial cultural heritage, as well as through a
rigorous scientific approach with a
practical purpose, in ways that the
village community itself, the heir,
is aware of and involved in. The topic of cultural approach has also a
symbolic value as the dowry chest
is the treasure of the traditional
family, passing from generation to
generation in the most important
moment of life – the marriage.
Wandering through the villages
of Bran, the authors of the project
discovered in the grandparents’
dowry chests the richness of the
textile patrimony specific to the
area (popular garments, bedspreads and carpets etc.), preserved in
the belief that the heritage is holy,
it is from mother, grandmother or
great-grandmother. Noting that
there are people who still keep,
collect and preserve these pieces

in small private collections along
with other items of ethnographic
heritage, the authors of the project
intended to stimulate their and the
whole community interest in preserving and promoting these identity values by wearing them during
holidays, or during some cultural
events marking milestones in the
life of the village.
The project aims at revitalizing
household crafts related to the
production of textile items (weaving the cloth, the frieze and the
homespun, sewing and embroidering the feast shirts, knitting the
wool flannels) in different ways, at
home and guesthouses, by organizing workshops. These can also be
forms of promoting textile heritage
within some activities integrated in
the cultural tourism.
The project has a practical goal
as it identifies ethnographic heritage items, offers ways of preserving
and promoting it, and, at the same
time, it aims at reactivating domestic crafts, which will lead to the preservation of the local cultural specificity along with other traditional
identity values.
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THE TRADITIONAL
COSTUME FROM BRAN
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The traditional costume, as a
living mark on the body, is a defining component of the identity of a
people, to which it gives unity and
meaning, speaking of what makes
it special and widening its historical horizon. The traditional costume, through the ornaments, materials, colors and cut of its elements,
mirrors man’s place in the village,
the way he understands life and its
perceptiveness.
The items and materials which
make up the traditional folk costume, as well as its peculiarities,
arose from the man’s needs, but
also from his pleasure in his daily
living. The garments have adapted
to nature, especially to climate, but
also to the occupations and village
crafts, evolving according to some
factors that have created a vivid
image of the place and its people.
Living in a mountain area (the
villages of Fundata, Sirnea, Moeciu,
Pestera, Magura, Simon and Poarta) or premontane (the villages of
Predeal and Sohodol), the villager
of Bran dealt mostly with farming
and forestry, less with agriculture.
The clothing adapted to cold winter in the woods and chilly summer
4
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La blouse
roumaine sewing on the
house canvas with the
edge, the motif of the vine
leaves.

----------Elena Călăican Collection
Şirnea village, Fundata
parish
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when grazing in the mountains,
with cold nights and abundant
rainfall. Thus, among the clothes
that cover the body, the most suitable was the wool, and for the ones
with the role of first vest (shirts,
long underclothes) was the hemp
and the flax grown in each household.
The garments of the villagers from Bran, as they used to be
carried on until recently, and still
found in dowry chests, date back to
the Dacian-Roman period, belonging even to the pre-Roman cultural background. The original pieces of the Romanian folk costume
are also the basic items in the folk
costume in Bran: the shirt pleated
at the neck and the fota (two-gore
homespun skirt) for the woman’s
costume, and the cioareci (tight
peasant trousers), the shirt, the
peasant’s girdle and the sheepskin
coat for the man’s costume. The
folk costume is gradually highlighted, especially by developing raw
materials processing techniques
and local decoration traditions.
Although it does not abound in
local peculiarities but it can also
be found in the area of Carpathi-

an Muntenia, in Bran, Muscel and
Dambovita, the folk costume from
Bran is clearly distinguished by
the fota of Moeciu (two-gore homespun skirt woren by Romanian
peasant women).
The nineteenth century is marked by economic changes, encouraging the exchange economy
primarily by practicing pastoral
transhumance, when, in autumn,
8

they went with the flocks to the
plain and in summer, to the upland
grass. It continues with unprecedented demographic movements
and, naturally, the Bran villages
adopt items of folk costume from
other areas: the hat of a mocan
(sheperd), the tutuienesc hat (of a
Transylvanian sheperd), bitusca
(a short sheepskin coat) and tolic
(carpet) are typical for Marginimea
9

Sibiu, and the tight fota (two-gore
homespun skirt woren by Romanian peasant women) and marama (veil) of the women from Bran
come from folk costume in Muscel
(2). In the same period, decoration
and tailoring are enriched with the
appearance of cotton, the decorative ranges become wider and the
natural colors of the material, black and white, gradually diversify

by using silk and metallic thread.
City influences come in the late
nineteenth century: the wealthiest
people of the villages (merchants,
cattle merchants, intellectuals)
adopt pieces of clothing from the
city, such as the cataveica (sleeved
fur jacket worn by Romanian peasant women), the bilgar („burger”)
boots and the winter coat.
Over time, traditional fabrics
[dimia (thick wool fabric (white)
used in the manufacture of peasant clothes), zeghea (thick twi-

lled cloth), hemp and linen] are
replaced by industrial fabrics, by
mechanically woven cloth, velvet
or satin. At the end of the twentieth
century, with the disappearance of
the generation that lived in the cult
of tradition, who manifested their
membership to the community,
they gradually give up the traditional costume. However, it is not forgotten, it is worn on feast days or it
is preserved as a heritage of value
and wisdom.
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WOMAN’S TRADITIONAL
COSTUME
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To figure out what type of woman’s traditional costume we are
talking about, the piece worn from
the waist down is explicative: the
catrinta (rectangular apron with
embroidery worn by Romanian
peasant women), fota (two-gore
homespun skirt woren by Romanian peasant women) or the valnic
(the fota splited in the front and
crimpy on the waist, which belongs
to the popular port of Oltenia). In
Bran we have the traditional costume with fota, which we find during
its evolution in Muscel, Dambovita,
Prahova and Bran, but also in the
areas on the eastern, south-eastern
and western sides of the Carpathians.

Imagining it on he whole, the
traditional costume with fota
(two-gore homespun skirt woren
by Romanian peasant women) in
Bran is worn by the women together with their shirt or ia (Romanian traditional blouse), over which
the eldest were wearing a leibarica (peasant vest) made of a thick
twilled cloth and the girls, a velvet
ilic (braided vest). From the waist
down came a large skirt, tight-belted with bracii (belts), the legs
wrapped in obiele (a piece of cloth
which the peasants wrap their legs
instead of the sock), over which the
opinci (peasant’s shoes with sole
strapped to the foot) were knitted
with leather or wool laces.

.....

.....

The fota

.....

.....

(two-gore homespun skirt woren by Romanian peasant women)
The Romanian traditional
large skirt or „fota of Moeciu” is the
symbol of the women’s costume in
Bran, the garment that wraps the
legs and makes the transition from
the covers to the garments. The Romanian traditional large skirt consists of vanat (the back part of the

Romanian traditional skirt, usually black), which when wrapped on
the body, covers the backside, and
two pulpane (two sides, in front,
from the waist down, overlapped)
at the ends of the fabric. The pulpane, different in decoration and
color, were worn one over the oth12

er: the richest in alesatura (embroidery) was worn on feast days,
the one with simple decoration, on
working days.
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Rectangular in shape, the Romanian traditional large skirt is
woven by a pick-and-pick loom
(mesh-type), with a cotton warp

for the two front sides, overlapped
(pulpane) and a woolen black pick
for the back side (vanat) and colorful in front.
The varga (stripe) is considered to be the oldest decorative element of Romanian folk art, being
found in the Dacians and Illyrians
women’s skirts and the women’s
costume in the Carpathian Muntenia area, where it is common to the
clothes and fabrics for interior.
The vargas (stripes) (called also
bate or bete) of the skirt of Moeciu,
are placed crosswise in the fabric
(due to the pick), in different colors
and patterns on black background,

each variant marking a stage of
evolution of the item.
In a first phase, at the feast costume, the simple red-orange stripes
(vargi) alternate rhythmically with
the black ones of the background
fabric, creating the basic setting of
one of the front part of the daily
and feast traditional skirt during
their evolution.
The metallic thread appears
at the end of the nineteenth century, initially on the stripes of the
feast traditional skirt, which combines the polychromatic wool embroidery with the metallic thread
called genel, hence the name of
14

Romanian traditional skirt with
genel.
Its place is taken by of the chosen traditional skirt, as the last
variant of the festive one: one of the
front part of the skirt is striped by
a white cotton embroidery on a red
background with meshes, the other
one with simple stripes, usually red
on a black background.
At tight-belts, where the traditional skirt envelopes the body
with the belts (bracii), and over the
legs, the back part of the traditional skirt (vanat) has a decoration
called manji, some narrow, crosscut stripes, made of red wool on a
15

black background.
The decor of the fabric (made
of warp) is gradually replaced
with the one with embroidery, the
stripes (vargi) being adorned with
decorative motifs chosen by hand
in the loom. The zaluta (flower
chain made in the shape of a chain,
sewing on the Romanian traditional blouse), the shepherd’s hook, the
leaf, the peony and the tree of life,
in the version of the fir tree and the
flower-glast appear on the decoration.
The decoration of the traditional skirt is based mainly on the color
of the stripes. The simple stripes

Detail wrap-around skirt,narrow,
with geometric ornament and metal
wire (genel).

----------Veronica Răuța Collection,
Dragoslavele.
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begin with geometrical
motifs, then stylized motifs from the floral-plant
world. These are arranged linearly alongside the striped groups
that fit or alternate with
them.
At the end of the
nineteenth century the
feast and daily tight Romanian traditional skirt
of Muscel also enters the
villages of Bran, first in
the bridal costume from
Branul de Sus (Şirnea
and Fundata). It is distinguished by its exuberant decoration with
metallic thread, the geometrical motifs covering
it only partially at first,
then the geometric-vegetal mixture covering
it entirely. Between the
two world wars, the Romanian traditional skirt
becomes the basic part
of the so-called „national
costume”, starting from
Muscel and partly incorporating into the Moldavian costume.
18

.....

.....

Woman’s shirt
.....

.....

The basic part of the woman’s
costume is the shirt, known in the
villages of Bran as ie, which preserves the specific characteristics
of the Romanian folk costume,
through the cut and the layout of
the ornamental ranges.
The shirt is however distinguished from the Romanian traditional blouse by the specialty literature. The shirt covers the whole
body, from the neck to the ankles,
with hems which, either form a
whole with the stan (part of the
woman’s shirt, from waist above),
or are attached to it. The Romanian
traditional blouse only reaches the
waist, the hems being separated.
The raw material of the wom19

en’s shirts was the cloth weaving in
two strands of loom, at home, thus
being told as homespun. In the
nineteenth century it appears the
canvas with a border, a decorative
orange stripe of about four centimeters wide, arranged on the edges of the cloth to highlight the line
of the cut. From the second half of
the century, especially at the feast
shirts, the cotton, initially mixed
with flax, becomes raw material.
The hemp cloth was still suitable
for the working shirt.
Different types of shirt are
distinguished between the cut of
the stan (the front and back of the
shirt) and the way the sleeve are attached to the it - whether it starts

from the base of the neck, or from
the shoulder, as a distinct item. In
this regard, the Romanian traditional blouses for women in the
villages of Bran belong to the type
of the shirt pleated at the neck,
which gathers at the bottom of the
neck, in pleats, the entire width of
the front and back of the shirt and
the upper sleeves. This Carpathian type belongs to the ancient Iliro-Traco-Dacian background in
Southeastern Europe.
The shirt is composed of stan
(the front and back of the shirt)
and sleeves, to which are added
gussets (clini) and a pava or bucatuie, a piece of square or triangular
cloth that comes under the sleeve.
The cut of the sleeve is as follows:
with gusset and bucatuie, with gusset without bucatuie and with bucatuie without gusset (9).
The shirt pleated at the neck
differs from the other by altita, a
part of the sleeve on the shoulders
of the women’s shirts, which can be
either a cut or an ornamental element. As regarding the Romanina
traditional blouse from Bran, here
does not appear the part decorated
with embroidery as a cut, but as ornament, which can appear or lack
20

(on long-sleeved Romanian traditional blouse).
The Romanian
traditional
blouse with twisted-up sleeve was,
until the nineteenth century, the
most widespread version of the
shirt pleated at the neck. The front
and back of the shirt are cut from a
piece of cloth, the halves being tied
on both sides to give it width. The
sleeves are obtained by spiraling
the triangular sheet (10) and are
attached to the base of the neck by
the part decorated with embroidery, and for the ease of movement
the square cloth (bucatuie) is added. This cut seems to have been influenced by fashion at the courts of
the Moldavian and Wallachian rulers from XVI – XVII centuries. (11)
In order to trace the evolution
of woman’s shirt from Bran, starting with the oldest type, certain defining criteria are relevant.
Thus, after the closure mode of
the shirt at the base of the neck, the
oldest is a round neckline, pleated on a thread, open so as to allow
the head to pass. A more evolved
type is that one where the width of
the stan (the front and back of the
shirt) and the sleeves are gathered
on the obanzica, an ornament21
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Traditional costume from Şirnea
- shirt with green arnica and gold imitation
thread.

----------Elena Călăican Collection
Şirnea village, Fundata parish
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ed braid placed on the collar and
sometimes on the sleeves. If the
neckline at the base of the neck is
generally constant, the opening of
the shirt comes either laterally (at
the earliest ones) or in the middle
of the chest.
Observing the end of the sleeve,
the pleated Romanian traditional
blouse took the following shapes:
the Romanian traditional blouse
with obanzica or pumnaşi (embroidered cuff on peasant shirt),
the Romanian traditional blouse
with twisted-up pumnaşi (embroidered cuff), the Romanian
traditional blouse with sleeve
with fodori (a flounce resulting
from tightening of the sleeve with
the help of a sash) and the Romanian traditional blouse with large
sleeve.
The Romanian traditional
blouse with pumnaşi (embroidered cuff on peasant shirt) is the
oldest, with the opening on the
chest and the embroidered sleeve
with arnica (dyed cotton thread)
and metallic thread; it is made of
homespun, cotton weaving in two
strands of loom, ended with catch
stitch made by the needle.
The ornamental ranges are

placed on the sleeve in three registers: the embroidered sleeve with
motifs in tablite (framed motifs),
river shape and zigzag stitches
embedded in thread, with sebac in
rauri (ornamental holes made in
canvas) across the sleeve, ending
with pumnasi, a cuff with sewn decoration. On the chest, the opening
of the shirt is decorated with river
shape and zigzag stitches, on the
collar serpoi made with lanyard
(technique in which the thread is
over the needle).
More common is the man’s Romanian traditional blouse, that is,
the Romanian traditional blouse
with twisted-up embroidered
cuff, with the opening of the shirts
placed either on one side, or on the
chest. Generally, men’s Romanian
traditional blouses are made of
homemade cloth, cotton woven in
two strands, with the decoration
of arnica and metal thread (called
imitation). On the sleeve, the ornamental ranges are placed in three
registers, embroidery, river shape
and zigzag stitches (holes framed
by vegetal motifs) and twisted-up
embroidered cuff, on the chest
there is an embroidered decoration (dyed cotton thread) and met24

al thread, and at the opening of the
shirt, a star-shaped decoration.
The special ornamental motifs
are the “shepherd’s hook”, the zigzag stitches and skeuomorph motifs , with the pot rack. The decoration develops and extends across
the entire sleeve, in floral lines.
The Romanian traditional
blouse with sleeve with fodori (or
fuduri, a flounce resulting from
tightening of the sleeve with the
25

help of a sash) is presented in two
variants: with a sleeve with embroidered fodor and, more frequently,
with a sleeve with fodor without
embroidery.
The Romanian traditional
blouse with sleeve with fodori and
broidery is made of a canvas with
a border. The Romanian traditional blouses with fodor without
broidery have ornamental ranges
spread over the sleeves, chest and

neck. On the sleeves appear river
shape and zigzag stitches (sebace)
of embroidery, continuing with
fodori, embroidered background
designed with dyed cotton thread
and needle, going on with zigzag
stitches made by the crochet hook.
Some of them have a decoration on
the sleeves with brăduţi and săpi
(fir-trees and hoes) in river shape,
and on the chest they have small
framed motifs following the opening of the shirt, framed by plant
elements.
Coming from Muscel, the Romanian traditional blouse with
large sleeve appears only in the
feast costume and is made of cotton cloth woven into two strands
with embroidered motifs, silk and
metallic thread. There are two pave
(pieces of square or triangular
cloth that comes under the sleeve)
under the arms, and more often the
shirt has an opening on the chest.
A common version has a decoration designed with the help of
the loom with the hand on spetează , with stylized floral motifs,
framed by lines representing the
shepherd’s hook, sleeves with little
holes and zigzag stitches.
The ornamental ranges are ar-

ranged in lines, in the direction of
the assembling seams, marking
the obânzica (narrow collar of the
Romanian traditional blouse), the
opening of the shirt and the side of
sleeves. The ornamentation of the
sleeve combines the embroidery,
three longitudinal strings (rivers) below and a transverse register
marking the lower part of the sleeve;
on the chest there are two embroidered lines, parallel to the opening
of the shirt, and on the back, an ornamental composition in two registers,
parallel to the sleeve.
The women’s shirts in the Bran
villages show a special artistic sense,
especially by placing the ornamental ranges which follow the line
of the cut and outline the woman’s
form, but also through its chromaticity. In the old ones, the clean white
of the cloth is complemented by the
sober black of the decoration; the
Romanian traditional blouse become more colorful with the paints
and new ornamental materials: silk
thread, borangic thread, golden and
silver metallic thread, beads and
sequins. Aesthetically, the varicolored game will always be balanced
by keeping traditional ornamental
ranges.
26

.....

.....

Head finery
.....

.....

In the world of the village, the
way a woman primps her head is
telling her story, especially about
her place in society, her age and
becoming. In a kind of miraculous
ritual, combing and head covering
are always meant to be meaningful
and harmonious.
By the age of 14, the girls were
combing their hair in two ponytails, tied with bows, parting in the
27

middle. Once they went out dancing as marriageable girls, the hair
was either worn on one side and
braided in two tails right at the
ears, or linked to the backhead, in
a tress ponytail, from locks of hair
of uneven numbers and tied with
twisted, red wool staple, that was
talismanic in the villagers’ view.
In summertime, the hair
was adorned with garden flowers,

28

with basil and carnations, bringing
good luck, along with bone combs
and hairpins. On feast day and la
joc (dancing folk dances) the head
was discovered, and at work it was
covered with kerchieves (bariş) of
cotton or silk, bought from the fair,
decorated differently from those
of married women; in wintertime
they wore the broboada (a thick
shawl).
Starting with wedding day, the
married woman began to preen her
head differently and with different
meanings: the hair was combed
parting in the middle, into two tight
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tress ponytails tied in a bun on the
top of the head. The head was covered with a caita (bonnet), like in
Ţara Oltului, and with gimbir, a
triangular or rectangular kerchief,
borrowed from the cityish costume
of Sacele and Scheii Brasov.
Besides safety against bad
weather, the headgear is a sign of
the feast costume, marking holidays and the main moments of human life – finery for brides, grooms
and pocanzei (person who has certain attributions during a peasant
wedding).
On feast days they wore the ster-

gar (shawl) (later marama), under
which, on the forehead, they placed
legatoarea (velvet ribbon), saying
that the woman is married. The
huckabacks, woven in two strands,
at home, are the most widespread
in Romanian space, in Bran being
the main headgear of the feast costume. The married women wore,
on their feast days, the ribbon for
head together with marama, made
of brightly colored beads (green,
red, yellow, white) sewn on tiul, (a
kind of cloth (cotton or wool) very
thin and transparent), and today
on black velvet, too.
Marama (a fine shawl) replaces, from the second half of the19th
century, the linen, cotton and wool
shawl. It is a rectangular fabric
in two strands, made of borangic,
cotton and metal thread, up to 3
meters long. The shawl is specially
ornamented at the ends, with lines
disposed in parallel, perpendicular
to the direction of the warp thread.
The central range is covered by
vegetal elements, often the tree of
life, and geometric elements, like
the hexagon in various combinations. A tone to tone color scheme
that uses materials of the same
color, and the light relief of motifs
30
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made of thicker yarns of cotton and
silk, creates a distinctly artistic effect.
From the middle of the nineteenth century, the folk costume is
enriched with industrial cashmere
kerchieves, made of a very fine
wool fabric, with floral compositions printed in vivid colors on a
dark background. Women begin to
wear gimbir, a fabric of wool (a soft
wool) in tones of red and yellow
on black, with floral elements repeated rhythmically in the central
range, framed by a border with distinct vegetal elements, bounded, in
turn, by linear elements.
Kerchieve or headbands are
binded differently: under the
chin, on backhead, or on the top
of the head; the cashmere ones
are also worn around the neck, on
the shoulders, tied across over the
chest.
The head was also covered with
the atlas cloth, a square natural silk
fabric with silk twisted fringe. The
floral motifs framed by a border in
brown, pink, green and blue tones
on a black background are specific.
When cold, they were wearing
broboada (a thick shawl) bought

from the fair, a wool, rectangular,
industrial fabric surrounded by
lace fringes across the surface.

Felt hats with a spherical crown
and a relatively large flap are also
specific to the women’s costume
in Bran, but they are also worn in
Muscel, Dambovita and Prahova.
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MAN’S FOLK COSTUME
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The man, dressed more
simple, more sober and
with less colorful clothes, always wore the
shirt, pulled over the
cioareci (peasant trousers tight on their legs,
made of felt or aba)
and tied over the waist
with brau (wide belt) or
leather chimir (peasant
money belt).

.....

.....

Man’s shirt
.....

The men’s shirt from Bran can
be somehow placed at the border
between short shirts in the north of
the country and the long ones in the
southern plains, being of medium
length reaching up to their knees.
As poncho type, the shirt has a
shoulder-strapped sleeve and the
part from waist above having the
front and the back made of the same
piece of cloth. On the sides there
are the gussets, and between the
gussets and the sleeve comes a pava
(a patch of cloth, felt, etc., square
or rhombic, placed at the cut-out

.....

part to widen the sleeves). Depending on the number of gussets, the
shirt may be straight or flared. The
sleeve is made of one or two widths
cloth and remains cut on the whole
length on the feast costume.
On most of the men’s shirts in
Bran, as well as of those in Muscel,
the assembling of the component
parts is done with the iglita (crochet), and the sleeves, the collar
and the hem of the shirts end up in
colţişori (zigzag stiches) made with
the crochet.
The shirt of Bran is made of
34

homemade cloth in two strings.
For work shirts they use hemp and
warp and pick-and-pick flax and
for feast ones, they use cotton. The
embroidered decoration is made
of silk, arnica (cotton twisted in
one thread and painted in different colors, used to sew blossoms on
shirts, huckaback etc.) and metallic
thread, called imitation.
In Bran, Muscel and Dambovita, we also see, like at the women’s folk costume, the canvas with
border and the orange stripe that
shapes the silhouette. The borders,
called chenare (frames) in other
areas, come along on their disposal
with the arrangement of the embroidered motifs.
35

The decoration of the men’s
shirts for feast, combines three
ornamental components: ornamentation made by jointing the
cloth (edges), assembly stitches
and embroidered motifs. They are
grouped down the sleeves, at their
end, on the bottom, at the opening
of the shirt, and around the neck.
The decoration embroidered
on a thread with black cotton
twisted in one thread and painted
in different colors and stuffed with
tangle (metallic thread) is called
rauri (line motifs), hence the shirt
with lines.
At the bottom of the shirt, the
lines are stitched on crosses with
tinsel filling, on the thread, and the
most replicated motif is “the rose
with its leaf”.
The shirts with narrow collar
are common, their cut, gussets and
wide sleeves being lined on the
chest with a cloth named captuf
and decorated on the opening of
the shirt, the sleeve ending and at
the bottom. With silk and metallic thread, the decoration reflects
mostly roses and spindles. On their
edges they sew a little ajur with a
small needle and zig-zag stiches
with the crochet. The joining of

36

Models of men’s shirts in the
Bran area.

----------CollectionAngela Amecke
Măgura village, Moieciu parish
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the components is done in cheita
(catch stitch), and the zig zag
stitches are made of cotton twisted
in one thread and painted in different colors and metal wire.
The working shirts belong to
the collar shirt type, with a pleated, cuff-sleeve, embroidered with
white cotton twisted in one thread
and painted in different colors on

the cuff and ajur on the bottom,
worked with the needle.
When looked at, the men’s
shirts of Bran can be said to be
white. The white decoration on a
white background creates a tone to
tone chromatic, predominating the
white of the silk or the black of the
embroidery mixed with the golden
metallic thread.

.....

.....

The trousers
.....

Covering the body from the
waist down, the house-made felt
trousers represent a fundamental part of the pastoral costume.
The summer trousers are made
of hemp in the hilly regions and
in the plains, and the winter ones
are made of felt; in the Bran area,
where the cattle breeding and the
forest work take place over 1300
meters in summer, the men’s trousers are made of wool, regardless
the season, as they protect and
keep warm when cold and they
keep cool in summer.
The men from Bran villages
wear either cioareci (peasant trousers tight on their legs, made of felt

.....

or aba), or zeghe trousers made
of dimie (thick wool fabric (white)
used in the manufacture of peasant
clothes; aba, felt.) or zeghe (thick
felt).
Also worn in the Dacians’ time,
the men’s tight trousers are made
of thick wool weaved by pick-andpick loom with a twisted primewool
warp and a primewool pick (rarely
spun wool of tzurcana sheep). The
thick wool (dimia), thickened and
finished on the mill machine, gives
elasticity and shapes the trousers
on the body.
The men’s tight trousers are of
two types, namely, the tight, seated
trousers which are the oldest, and
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the wide trousers, with loops at the
waist to be tied with a narrow belt
and cuffs at the bottom of the legs.
They are formed from triangular
shaped legs, seat and gussets.
The tight trousers cover both
legs in a single piece of cloth, which
partly forms the seat of the trousers. As this single width fails to
sorround the body, there are gussets at the back and between the
legs reaching sometimes the ankles.
When speaking about the feast
costume, the men’s tight trousers
are worn together with the shirt
with motifs in line, the girdle and
the vest made of thick felt. They are
also worn, at work, especially by the
shepherds, along with the opinca
(Romanian traditional shoes made
of leather, tied up arround the legs
by the help of laces), the hem shirt,
the girdle, the felt vest and the long
sheepskin coat with wool on the
outside (the bunda).
The trousers of thick felt or
y-pipe trousers (four-strand canvas of sarba (a type of sheep) wool
- natural black, thickened on the
mill machine) appear especially
in the work costume. When wear39

ing the y-pipe trousers, the man
shod the boots, except for the bilgar (bürger) boots (men’s military
boots, with high upper), he put
on the hemp shirt with the flannel over it, made also of spun and
twisted sarba wool.
Besides the cutting line, the
trousers from the man’s folk costume in Bran are not full of ornamental elements, but preserves the
natural color of the wool which is
white to yellowish for the men’s
tight trousers and of black-redish
sarba wool for the y-pipe trousers.

.....

.....

Men’s headgear
.....

The cap, made of lamb’s fur
(especially sarba wool), covers the
head from ancient times and it is
used almost all year, except in the
summer, in the mountains.
The men from Bran wore the
high-pitched hat, with the free left
tip, turned backwards or bent like
in all areas of the Carpathians.
There is also the slightly
conoid-shaped sheperd’s cap, with
the large base to the top that appears in the folk costume of the
sheperds, of the great “cattle economists” who practiced the pastoral
transhumance. These are worn in
the areas of Sibiu, Prahova, Vran-

.....

cea, Argeş, Vâlcea, Gorj and less in
Dobrogea, where they are brought

by shepherds.
In the summer, the men from
Bran put the velour hat on their
head, and the sheperds wore the
hat with small flap, called tutuieneasca, manufactured by the hatters from Marginimea Sibiu.
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.....

The belts
.....

The belts are those items that
sorround the waist of women and
men, either to support it or to aesthetically enrich the traditional
costume. Thus, we notice the girdles and the straps.
The girdles are divided into
wide girdles and narrow girdles
(bete, braciri, bracii), called bracii
in the folk costume of Bran and
Muscel, being specific to the women’s folk costume.
The wide girdles support the
body of the man undergoing heavy
work, at the waist level. 75 to 95 centimeters long, they can circle the
body once. The girdle is weaved by

.....

the loom in four to five strands, the
warp is made of twisted cotton and
the pick is made of wool or twisted
cotton, and the decoration is made
of twisted silk. The entire surface is
full of rhomb and squares or roses
motifs, framed by two borders with
meshes, longitudinally arranged,
usually silver and yellow on a
black background. At its borders,
the girdle ends with two straps and
metal buckles.
The narrow girdles (bracii)
have the role of supporting the
items of clothing that cover the bottom of the women’s shirts. Woven
in three or four strands of the loom,
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with twisted wool warp or
twisted cotton pick, they
mostly take on the ornamental elements of the Romanian traditional skirts.
The decoration is made
of navadeala in longitudinally arranged meshes,
framed by rhombs of different sizes and it is also
made of calea ratacita , in
tones of red, pink, brown,
blue, green, yellow, black.
At their borders, the narrow girdles end in warp
fringes.
The wide straps, called
the chimir or the serpar,
made of beef skin called
toval, are spread in Transylvania, Sub-Carpathian
Moldavia, Muntenia and
Oltenia. The wide strap is
not missing from the foresters’ costume and keeps
them “upright”, while for
shepherds it has a double
role - it is a decoration element, but it also holds the
money bag, the amnar (a
piece of steel used for lighting the fire) for burning
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The narrow girdles
(bracii) have the role of
supporting the items of clothing
that cover the bottom of the
women’s shirts. Woven in three
or four strands of the loom, with
twisted wool warp or twisted
cotton pick, they mostly take on
the ornamental elements of the
Romanian traditional skirts..

----------The Cornea family collection,
Moieciu de Sus.
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the fire and for treating the cattle
diseases.
The wide strap circles the waist
only once and ends in metal buckles. The ornamental elements are
obtained by several techniques:
pressed, embossed and embroidered with leather strips, with
metallic threads, silk or wool. Of
particular importance is the embroidery with striped leather
strips, especially in the area of Sibiu, which look like a snake skin and
are called serpare. The embroidered decoration alternates with

leather applications and tintacks.
The wide straps in the Bistrita-Nasaud area have beaded embroidery
motifs, and in the area of Sibiu,
the decoration is sewn with leather strips, with applications with
tintacks and perforations at the
edges of the pocket flaps.
The wide straps of the
man’s folk costume in Bran are
mostly bought from the craftsmen
from Marginimea Sibiu, from the
provincial fairs or after practicing
the pastoral transhumance.
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THE OUTER CLOTHES
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The outer clothes are worn over the shirt, completing
both female and male’s folk costume, to keep the body
warm in bad weather, in the cold season. Depending on the
used raw material, the garments are made both from the
skin of the animals, especially the sheep’s fur, or the woolen cloth, using the homemade felt (dimia and zeghea) as
traditional fabric and later, the industrial woolen fabrics
and velvet fabrics.
If we consider their utility, the outer clothes can
be divided into clothes that cover the body and clothes
that dress the body.
.....

.....

Clothes that cover the body
.....

.....

Clothes that cover the body appear before those that
dress it and find themselves in a wider European cultural
area; some pieces, such as the tol (thick fabric of wool, hemp
or cotton, used as a blanket in the village), are certified even in
Latin America. The tol and the gluga (the hood) from the folk
costume in Bran are of ancient tradition, being found in the
areas where pastoral transhumance was practiced.
The thick blanket (tol) is used by the shepherds and is
represented by a strip of two-stranded fabric with the warp
and the pick of wool, made of two fabric widths, with a warp
bead decoration and pick in the natural colors of the wool:
white-yellow and black-reddish.
The hood is made up of a single piece of dyed fabric,
four-stranded, thickened and finished on the mill machine.
The shape of the hood is obtained by shaping an angle that
provides a fixed support point, at the end of the fabric strip.
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.....

.....
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.....

Clothes that dress
the body

Clothes that dress the
body, made of textile

Clothes that cover the body appear before those that dress it and
find themselves in a wider European cultural area; some pieces, such
as the tol (thick fabric of wool, hemp
or cotton, used as a blanket in the
village), are certified even in Latin
America. The tol and the gluga (the
hood) from the folk costume in Bran
are of ancient tradition, being found
in the areas where pastoral transhumance was practiced.
The thick blanket (tol) is used by
the shepherds and is represented by
a strip of two-stranded fabric with
the warp and the pick of wool, made
of two fabric widths, with a warp
bead decoration and pick in the natural colors of the wool: white-yellow
and black-reddish.
The hood is made up of a single
piece of dyed fabric, four-stranded,
thickened and finished on the mill
machine. The shape of the hood is
obtained by shaping an angle that
provides a fixed support point, at the
end of the fabric strip.

The vest, a sleeveless piece made
of thick felt, dressed over the shirt
and open in front, is familiar to the
male and female’s folk costume.
The feast ladies’ folk costume
vest, also called ilic, is made of velvet,
embroidered with metallic thread,
beads, sequins and rarely silk. Decorative ranges with floral motifs are
arranged on the chest, collar and
back. The ilic is bordered by fringes, it has a string to the collar and a
golden-colored chromatic on black
fabric. The women borrow, from
the cityish costume, the sleeveless
scurteica (cloth coat, usually furred,
long to (or below) knee, worn mostly in the country side) made of embroidered homemade felt, having
the edges of the collar and the breast
bordered by fur.
In the male costume, the most often used item is the manecar (short,
cloth, furskin coat with or without sleeves), also known as zeghioi
(made of thick felt) a four-stranded
felt, thickened and finished on the
mill machine. The warp and the pick
are made only of spun wool and the

.....

.....

.....
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Traditional costume from
Fundata. The waistcoat velvet
is embroidered with thread
embroidery metal, beads and
sparkles. The motifs are
floral.

----------Denisa Stoian Collection
Fundata parish
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linen is made of wool cloth
in two strands with warp
decoration.
The more recent
slightly elongated manecar, consists of two sleeves,
a back and a breast, with
two oblique pockets and
unfolded in the front middle side. It ends with bumbi (buttons) and it has a
tag on the back. We also
encounter a nicer-looking
manecar made of industrial felt or velvet, sometimes bordered by lamb
skins or expensive marten,
weasel, and badger fur.
In the twentieth century, the festive women’s
costume gains elegance
due to the cityish topcoat.
Made of industrial fabric
and sewn on the sewing
machine, the topcoat goes
straight to the waist, and
at the end of the ruckle
has a wide loop attached
to buttons and a natural
fur collar or a shawl collar.
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.....

Clothes that dress the
body, made of leather
.....

.....

In the villages of Bran the
clothes are often made of leather,
on the one hand because it is easily
obtained from animal husbandry,
and on the other hand due to the
mountain climate, the fact that the
wintering of the animals meant
that someone would always stay in
the shelters, away from the village
hearth. In the folk’s costume of
Bran they use the fur of the sheep,
except for the shoes and the belts
made of bovine skins (toval) by
the craftsmen from Marginimea
Sibiului, which were found twice a
year in the country fairs.
Depending on the presence
or absence of the sleeves, in Bran
there are two types of basic leather
clothes, the pieptar (vest) and the
cojoc (sheepskin coat).
The vest is sleevless, and, when
dressed, is slightly over the waist.
It is carried by both women and
men, and in the summer even by
the elderly, replacing the vest of
the shepherds who bring the flocks
to the stables in the alpine terrain.
The most common man’s vest
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is the vest without buttons, a vest that
is closed either on the shoulder or
underarm. The women wear instead
the open vest, a vest which ends in
front with leather buttons. The vests
have pockets, around which comes
the leather dacoration.
Unlike vests, the sheepskin
coats have sleeves and are open in
front. We call them middle-sized
to those that reach up to the knees
and long sheepskin coats to those
that fall up to their ankles. There are
sheepskin coats with outer leather
and sheepskin coats with outward
wool.
The medium-sized sheepskin
coat with the outer leather, is espe-

cially important for the male and
female feast costume. The one with
the outside wool, also called the bitusca, also encountered in the sheperds’costume of Poiana Sibiului, is
typical of the pastoral folk costume.
Long sheepskin coats (bunda) in the
folk costume from Bran have outward wool and the shepherds wear
them both in summer and winter.
In the decoration of the
outer wool coats, the ornamental
ranges fit around the pockets, and
the motifs are arranged in parallel
with the borders of the coat. There
are often applications with leather
strips, and the cityish-type garments
have expensive fur accents.
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THE CLOTHS ITEMS THAT
PROTECT THE FEET
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Feet-protecting items are part
of the folk costume and belong to
what we call footwear, consisting of
an overlap of layers. The layer that
dresses the foot is made of obiala (a
piece of cloth or felt, with which the
peasants (sometimes the soldiers)
wrap their feet, instead of socks or
over the socks) and socks, over which
they put on the opinci (peasant’s
shoes with sole strapped to the foot),
the knee boots or the boots.
The obiala in the folk costume
worn by both women and men together with the Romanian peasants’
traditional shoes, is made of woolen

cloth (four wadded wool, thickened
to the mill maschine) and wraps the
leg up to the knee. The socks, woven
from tzigaie type wool, fit the knee
boots, boots and y-pipe trousers,
usually worn over the boots.
The Romanian peasants’
traditional shoes are the oldest type
of footwear, with the Iliro-Traco-Dacian traces and Slavic influences.
The Romanian peasants’ traditional
shoes from Bran belong to the Romanian peasants’ traditional shoe
with gurgui (top of the opinca, tight
with laces), found in the Romanian
folk costume in the entire Carpathian area. They are made up of a single piece of leather (beef or pork
skin), molded on the leg, with pleated borders to embrace the foot well.
The Romanian peasants’ traditional
shoes differ according to the top of
the traditional shoes, being tied to
the leg with leather or wool laces.
At the beginning of the
twentieth century, when speaking
about feast costume, the Romanian
peasants’ traditional shoes are replaced by knee boots, boots and
boots crafted by craftsmen from the
cities, but they are also worn together with the traditional costume.
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THE DOWRY CHEST
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The piece of furniture that occupies a distinctive place in the
traditional dwelling architecture
and has a utilitarian-symbolic
function linked to the most important moment in the life of a
family, the marriage, the dowry
chest has remained, until nowadays, a symbolic object of the traditional folk culture, beside the
Romanian traditional blouse, the
ensign of the beauty of the folk
art.
The parents of the young
married couple took care to lay
the foundation of the household
by endowing them with a wealth
consisting of moving goods (ornaments, things, cattle) and immovable (home, earth) - as the
documents record. (We attach
a dowry leaf). In the traditional
Bran village, it was customary to
have the girl to be endowed with
moving goods, especially with
textiles to decorate the interior of
the house, while the boy was supposed to receive a lot for building
a house; the youngest child of the
family remained in the household of the parents with the obligation to care for them till death
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----------Marriage contract
from 1932, Şirnea
village
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100 Years of Family, Traditional
and Mindful Stories
----------Dowry chest from 1918, reconditioned,
Boholt village, Fagaras Country.
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and to burry them properly.
The dowry received from the
parents by the bride was placed
in the dowry chest or bride chest.
After the wedding, the bride’s
chest was carried on a beautifully decorated chariot, to the

groom’s home where the young
couple would live after marriage.
Full of the dowry received, the
bride chest had the most beautiful fabrics, covers, rugs, wipes
and pillows, so that they could
be seen and appreciated by the
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people they were passing by.
The dowry chest was kept in the
dwelling, in the big house (the
clean room), and there were preserved the most precious adornments during the lifetime, the
feast costume, the fabrics of the
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interior and the cushions, which
the young mother, worked and
prepared them as a dowry for her
daughters, the future brides.
Until the middle of the 19th
century, the dowry chests were
made of beech wood by carpen-

ters craftsmen, who, besides the
techniques of wood joining, also
had the art of decoration with
geometric and floral motifs, as
we can see on the logs inside the
dwellings.
Starting with the second half
of that century, with the appearance of the carpenter’s craft in
the villages of Bran, under the
influence of specialized German-speaking craftsmen from
Brasov and Rasnov, there also
appears the painted furniture.
Gradually, inside the peasant
dwelling, the simple furniture
carved, decorated with notches, is
replaced by painted furniture, by
the long bench with back, by parsechiu (a dish shelf cabinet) for
storing food and vessels, by dyed
dowry chest and painted rack
placed along the walls under the
log and used for both clothes and
pottery. The ornamental repertory of furniture, painted with oils,
consists, predominantly, of vegetable elements, the most common
decorative motif being the apple
branch. The background color alternates in green, red-brick and
black registers.
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The research of some documents from the Brasov State Archives that can be seen translated
in the Bran Museum archives, as
well as the investigations pursued in the collections of the museum and in the villages where
dowry chests and painted racks
were preserved, led to the conclusion that in the village of Simon,
the most inhabited village belonging to the Bran area, existed
a carpenter’s center for painted
furniture, in the second half of
the 19th century.
The forthcoming of the center
in Simon is related to the activity developed here by the teacher
Ioan Vartolomei, educated in the
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cultural environment of Brasov,
where he acquires also the German language. His grandfather,
IoanVartolomei, was a parish
priest in Simon until 1789 when
he died. His sons Nicholas and
Peter painted the church in the
village of Cheia in 1818, as it appears in the founder’s inscription located in the monument’s
narthex. Out of the two brothers,
Nicholas was a priest in Simon,
where he also acted as a painter,
leaving us a beautiful collection
of wood icons. We meet Nicholas
Vartolomei in a document from
1827 as a mountain owner. He
also donated the land in Simon
where the new church was being
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built around the events of 1848.
Ioan, the son of the priest
Nicolae Vartolomei, was appointed in 1830 as a teacher in the village of Simon. We meet him in the
1848 events when a popular gathering takes place in the village of
Simon. On this occasion, the diligent teacher contributed to the
drafting of the request submitted

to the Brasov magistrate, in which
the wishes of the Bran people
were formulated and he recorded
the progress of the events on one
of the religious books kept in the
collection of the new church in
Simon. Besides the didactic activity, Ioan Vartolomei will also be
remarkable as a brilliant painter.
In 1848 he painted the church in
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A dowry chest painted
by Ioan Scortea and
dedicated to her daughter,
Ileana

Fundata, where, under the influence of revolutionary events, he
painted scenes in which many
secular elements appeared. The
oldest piece of furniture painted
in the Bran area, a dowry chest
dated 1857, is also preserved byIoan Vartolomei.
This leads us to the conclusion
that Ioan Vartolomei introduced
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the furniture painting technique
in Bran. In his school, a series
of painted furniture craftsmen
whose name are immortalized
in the inscriptions on the dowry chests and racks, are trained;
some of the dowry chests are being kept in the collections of the
museum. Thus, between 18651884 we meet Ioan Heroiu (the

painted pillars in the big house
of the gopodaria with the yard of
the cave). A rack bearing the date
1876 is painted by Ioan Voinescu,
while his son, Nicolae Voinescu, is active in the beginning of
the 20th century (a painted rack
carries the inscription of Nicolae
Voinescu 1925).
At the beginning of the twentieth century, in the village of Simon we meet Ioan Scortea, who
which painted a bench, dating
back to 1906, and a dowry chest
from 1908 for his daughter Ileana. During this period Ioan
Badulici continued to work in
Simon and Emilian Runceanu in
Moeciu de Jos. They are among
the last craftsmen of the painted

furniture in the villages of Bran,
because, from the middle of the
20th century, the industrial furniture is gradually introduced
inside the new structured houses.
The appearance of the painted furniture in Simon, from
where it spread throughout the
area, caused changes in the architecture of the interior of the peasant dwelling, filled with beautiful
fabrics (garments, straws, towels)
where the chromatic range and
the layout of the motifs created
the environment of all circumstances of the life of the villagers
from Bran. In this historical and
cultural-spiritual life, the dowry chest was the most precious
adornment of the family in Bran.
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TRADITIONAL WOVEN
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The woven, as artistic craftsmanship, emerged from man’s need to
dress, to embellish his living space,
and ease his work. The evolution of
craftmanship is closely related to
two basic occupations, agriculture
producing vegetal raw materials,
and livestock for animal textile fibers.
The choice of raw materials has
also been made in terms of climate
and occupation;, flax and hemp were
used in the plain, and the wool in the
mountain (Bran) - except for the fabrics for shirts, the processing of milk
and the preservation of food where
they still used hemp and flax.
In Bran the wool came from the
sheep that roamed in the mountains
in summer and wintered in the village, and the wool of the sheep that
wintered in the plains had a commercial purpose. The felt and the
thick felt were made of, black and
white ţigae wool. There were used
wall fabrics, household linen for
bedding and wrapping, and for the
transport of products, they used especially turcană and stogosă wool.
The hemp and the flax were grown
close to vegetable gardens in each
household, and cotton and silk came
from the commerce.
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Houseboards for covering the bed and table,
in the Bran houses,
were made of linen or
hemp and were obtained by weaving at loom
in two and four poles.
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The woven tool is the
loom of three types: the vertical loom for the woven carpet
in the southwest of the country, the horizontal fixed loom
for the woven hemp in Muntenia, Oltenia and Banat, and
the mobile horizontal loom
of the X-XIIth centuries that
is used in the entire Romanian space, being used in Bran
only after the end of the autumn farm work.
The most common was
weaving in two and four
strands - the cloth and more
simple textiles to cover
the bed were woven in two
strands, and the felt, the thick
felt and the foaia (a piece of
cloth used in all its width
to make a garment), in four
strands.
After weaving, the products were finished and thickened in water-powered installations: mill machines,
darsta (a rudimentary mill
machine driven by running
water in which the thick felt,
the felt, etc are processing)
and whirlpools.
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.....

.....

Woven classification
.....

Depending on the raw material
from which they are made, we distinguish woven fabrics made of animal
fibers (wool, goat hair) and vegetable
fibers (hemp, cotton, vegetable silk).
As man need them, there

.....

are: household woven fabrics, fabrics used in the organization of the
dwelling interior, and occasional
fabrics used on ceremonies and customs.

.....

Household woven fabrics
Household woven fabrics meet
the different needs that occur in the
house; there are fabrics for the transport of products, wipes “for the eye”

.....

and for „wiping out”, cloths and napkins for food, fabrics used in milk
processing and fabrics for the protection of the animals.
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The fabrics for the transport of
products are made of wool, hemp
and linen.
The people from Bran put the
knapsacks on horses, made of two
parts to „balance” on the back of
„pack animals”, made of turcana
wool, in vegetal colors, woven into
four strands (it appears the „shop”
colors: red, lilac, pink , green, yellow
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and orange). The traista (the bag) is
also good to carry products and merinda (the food for the mowers, shepherds) and it is made of the same
type of fabric. The natural products
and fertilizers were carried on fast
slopes, on the backpack, in crosnie
(burden as it can be carried on the
back), in sacks made of hemp cloth
weaved in two strings.

The rectangular table cloth (panzatura), made of
two to three width of cloth, evolved with the organization
of the interior of the dwelling.
At first, in the one or two-room houses, the low, rectangular table was not covered. Later, over the living
room table lies a simple canvas cloth, which sometimes
covers the food. The actual table appears from the second
half of the nineteenth century, with the „clean room” or
„big house”, having elaborate furniture and high table
with „pui” (drawer), where „the dowry” was kept. A tablecloth of linen cloth and cotton, woven into four strings
was laid at the ceremonies and feast. The floral and firtree decoration appears and after that the one with metallic thread (red, yellow, blue).
The ring-shaped loaves for the wedding that accompany the bride’s fir-tree are carried on table cloths which
are part of the bride’s dowry, decorate the table where
bread and salt are placed at the moment of „forgiveness”
when the bride and the groom kneel and ask for forgiveness to the girl’s parents, and lay on the table with objects
for foreordain at the birth of the child.
The fabrics used in milk processing are of particular importance, the cattle breeding being a basic occupation in the Bran area. Made of hemp cloth woven
in two strands, the invelitori (cloths) for squeezing the
green cheese, and for filtrating the milk at the sheepfold,
and the zagarna (cloth pouch used in the sheepskin to
squeeze the cheese) for the whey cheese were customary
in the household.
The fabrics used to protect draft animals (horses,
oxen) were made of wool woven in four strands, the
tolic (carpet) being the most commonly used.
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The fabrics used in the organization of the dwelling interior
The organization of the dwelling
interior is determined mainly by the
furniture pieces, while the fabrics
are used mainly for keeping warm in
the one or two-room houses (the living room and the porch). When the
„clean room” apperas, attention is intent on the decoration, so the fabrics
take the place of the furniture.
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Bedding fabrics for covering
and wrapping
Bedding fabrics are the most
simple, as they are woven and ornamented.
We notice strajacul (straw mattress), tol (cover) for bed, sarica (the
long-haired coat, made of thick yarn
worn by men in the mountains, especially the shepherds) and procovita
(procoiţa) (bed cover).
The most simple fabric is the
strajac, made of hemp cloth woven
into two strands. The strajac is sewn
like a sack, filled with wheat straw,
and it is laid on the wooden bed.
Above, there is a hemp lepedeu (cover) or a thinner cover for bed.
The cover for bed is woven in
two strands, composed of two sheets
of fabric and embroidered on the
whole fabric, with geometric, black
and white decoration. Gradually, the
central range is framed by a border
with floral motifs in the same chromatics. The cover with a black-andwhite „squares” decoration is common in the Bran-Muscel area, being
used for covering the bed and wrapping, as well as for covering the horses and dressing the shepherds in the
mountains during summer or when
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taking the sheep to the plain and in the
Danube islands.
The sarica (bed cover), called plocad in Muscel, covers the bed as a decorative piece, but it is also used as a
blanket in the winter nights. Woven in
two strands of turcana wool, the sarica
(bed cover) is white, and starting with
the twentieth century, it is orange and
red, too. The multicolor sarica (bed cover), an attire in Bran, is fully ornamented, with embroidery decoration; there
are rhombs in tones of red, yellow, purple, lilac on white and more rarely the
white-red, white-red-green „squares”
decoration.
The decorative procovita or procoita, made of wool, is woven into two
strands and fully embroidered. The old-
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est type presents transversal lines,
rhythmically repeated in black and
white alternation (A-B-A-B), then
black-white-red (A-B-C-A-B-C). In
the first half of the twentieth century, it turns to the „ Tattersall” decoration, in red and orange tones, alternating with black and white.
The wall fabrics
The wall fabrics decorate the
dwellings in the Bran-Muscel area
and Dambovita, on the Ialomita Valley, the most used ones being those
that protect the houses from cold:
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the scoarta (a carpet covering the
walls of a house), the tol (bed cover),
the velinta, (thick woolen fabric of
white or colored wool used as blanket or cover), the carpet, plus the wall
wipe with a decorative role.
The oldest is the scoarta (called
zavasta in Bran): it usually covers the
four walls of the living room and it is
made of wool or cotton woven in two
strands. The ornamental range covers the entire fabric, the motif being
the rhomb with a jagged form – red
and orange (from the plants) added
to black and white. The wall sheet is
the most simple of the carpets covering the walls, which sometimes covers only the wall near the bed.
The most advanced is the velinta (thick woolen fabric of white or
colored wool used as blanket or cover) which is almost square-shaped
in Bran and Muscel, having a central
range in concentric rhombs of different sizes, framed by oriental carvings (forks and hooks alternating
rhythmically with religious symbols,
such as prosphora). The vivid colors
in the „shop” appear on the borderof the carpet, in tones of red, purple,
yellow, black on a green background,
and in the central range it presents
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green, yellow, purple, pink colour on
a bright red background.
The carpet evolves from the velinta in the beginning, having a decoration in brown-colored rhombs,
known as „brown colours” in the lower villages of Bran; in the final stage
it has a stylized floral decoration. At
the beginning, the white, red and
black cotton twisted in one thread
and painted in different colors was
used for the ornamentation and at
the end of the 19th century, the lanica (thin threads of wool of different
colors, which serve to embroider)
was uesd. In the 20th century there
appear polichromatic mulineuri in
the shop.
The wipes are used for everyday
activities: eye wiping, for food, for
ceremonial occasions, to decorate

the dwelling. The wipes are woven
from hemp, less rarely from flax, later from the cotton purchased from
the shop. They turned into blue and
orange tones from the red-black
lines on white background.
In the Bran and Muscel areas, the
wall wipes are tied in a „butterfly”
shape above the icons or around the
plates on the painted stand, in Bran
there are also the butterfly-shaped
wipes placed one below the other, on
the opposite wall of the entrance.
Adapting the Romanian village to
modernism, the traditional fabrics in
the Bran-Muscel area are gradually replaced by industrial products, neither
complying with the decorative, aesthetic and often symbolic function of
the folk art components – nor sharing
the secret of craftsmanship.
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OWNERS OF TREASURES
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Angela Amecke
----------Lady loving Romanian
port and traditions
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Angela Amecke Collection

Angela Amecke Collection
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The symbol of the sacred places in the
Carpathian Gate
----------La blouse roumaine from Șirnea, over 80 years old, atypical through the
color and the motif of the oak leaf sewn on it. Oak symbolized the connection between heaven and earth, heaven and hell.
Elena Călăican Collection - Şirnea village, Fundata parish
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Elena Călăican Collection

Elena Călăican Collection
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The story of the
borangic thread
----------In the dowry chest of the married
girls there were the marame and
the shirt with altiță wired with
thin white or yellowish borangic.
Elena Călăican Collection Şirnea
village, Fundata parish
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La blouse roumaine from Bran
with ”alesătură”
----------The Bran shirt is more decorated, and the open spaces
between vertical stitches (the ”rivers”) are covered
with bright butterflies and genel thread (metal wire).
Elena Călăican Collection
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Elena Călăican Collection

Elena Călăican Collection
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The dowry chest and the history of a family
----------Costume made by Jinga Maria as dowry for his daughter
Collection of Veronica Răuţă, Dragoslavele
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Georgiana Andrei Collection

Georgiana Andrei Collection
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Muscel in luences in the costume
of Bran
----------Muscel costume with the shirt sewn „pe gras”, 80
years old.
Georgiana Andrei Collection
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Ioana Aldulea Collection

Centrul de Ecologie Montană Collection
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110

Georgiana
Andrei
Collection
----------The bridal costume of
the Georgiana’s greatgrandmother, the
Muscel area
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Ioana Aldulea Collection
----------Shirt with sleeves turned back (pumnași întorși)
Cheia village, Moieciu parish
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Cheia village, Moieciu parish

Cheia village, Moieciu parish
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Voinescu Mărioara Collection

Ioana Aldulea Collection
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Voinescu Mărioara Collection
----------The costume of Şirnea has the most influences
of the the traditional Muntenian costume
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TRADITIONAL
EMBROIDERY
NORTH’S STAR AND
WATER WAVE

Traditional pattern

Steluța and Water Wave
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Traditional embroidery
NORTH’S STAR
----------It is also called the Wing of Gristmill or the Steluta
in eight corners and is a symbol very common in the
Romanian folk culture but also in other cultures.
It symbolizes time engine and regenerative energy.
It is the guide, the only fixed point, a landmark of
shepherds and sailors: the North Star, without which
they would wander.

Traditional embroidery WATER WAVE---------In the form of corrugated or zigzag lines, it is symbol of
the passing of time. The reason has a sense of return, a
return of the spring, that is the transition from
appearances to reality, from form to essence.
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TRADITIONAL
EMBROIDERY
ARIES HORNS

Traditional embroidery

ARIES HORNS
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Traditional embroidery

Horns, Fangs, Rhombs
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Traditional embroidery

Aries Horns,
S and Scissors
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Traditional embroidery
Aries Horns
----------Represents power and strength;
embody the principle of fertility;
associated with the renewal of time.
Aries is a bearer of mythicalassociated values and royalty; it
stands out in the herd through his
horns. The essence of this animal
is concentrated in its horns, which
can thus become a substitute for the
animal.
After their arrangement they have the
following meanings:
Opposite - illustrates the struggle
for supremacy;
Cropped - represents the herd, the
shepherd’s wealth;
In the bouquets - Remember the
game of lambs in the spring.
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TRADITIONAL
EMBROIDERY
HOOK OF SHEPHERD

Traditional embroidery

S and Rhombs
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Traditional embroidery

Hook of shepherd and The
wolf’s fangs
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Traditional embroidery

Rhombs and Hook of shepherd
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Traditional embroidery
Hook of shepherd
----------A skeomorf motif (representation
of man-made objects or tools)
but also social (inspired by socioeconomic activity), with the letter
S.
It has been sewed by all the
nations who have made
transhumance. It is often used in
groups of 2 or 4, meaning that
the strayed sheep has returned
to the herd.
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TRADITIONAL
EMBROIDERY
THE WANDERED WAY

Traditional embroidery

The Wandered Way
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Traditional embroidery
THE WANDERED WAY
----------It is one of the oldest traditional
embroidery and represents
infinity, a loss in infinity.
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TRADITIONAL
EMBROIDERY
OAK LEAF

Traditional embroidery

OAK LEAF
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Traditional embroidery
Oak leaf
----------Sacred Tree in innumerable
traditions, with predominantly
masculine character, oak is
invested with the privileges of
the supreme heavenly divinity
because it attracts lightning and
symbolizes greatness, protection,
power and durability, being
synonymous with force. Oak is,
by excellence, the figure of the
world’s axis and an instrument of
communication between Heaven
and Earth.
It suggests that life and death flow
together, that we die, little by little,
from the moment we were born.
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TRADITIONAL
EMBROIDERY
RHOMBUS

Traditional embroidery

Flowering rhombus
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Traditional embroidery
Rhombus
----------One of the oldest ornaments on
our country, a female symbol that
is also the sacred sign of soil
fertility, but also wisdom.

Traditional embroidery and symbols
taken over and digitized by the Motive
tradiționale din Țara Bârsei și
împrejurimi (Mrs. Antonela Lungu and
Melinda Puskás)

Lungu și Melinda Puskás)
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GLOSSARY
.....

AJUR: The embroidery on a fabric obtained by
removing warp threads or weft.
ALTIȚĂ, altițe: A part decorated with embroidery
or stitch on the top of the sleeves of the Romanian
traditional blouse.
ARNICI: Cotton twisted in one thread and painted
in different colors, used to sew blossoms on shirts,
huckaback etc.

.....

rectangular woolen fabric which is placed around
the body, taking the place of the skirt, or two pieces
of cloth covering the front of the body (like an
apron), and the back part.
LAIBĂR/ LEIBĂRICĂ: The peasant’s short, felt
coat, up to the waist, tight on the body and usually
sleeveless; lăibărac. * (Reg.) A long and wide mantle
worn by boyars and merchants in the past. - From
the German Leibel.

BETE/ BRĂCIRI: A narrow and long belt (woven,
especially by wool, with embroidery) with which
the peasants gird over the waist several times.

MÂNECAR: A short fur coat, made of cloth, fur or
cloth, with or without sleeves.

BITUȘCĂ: The peasant short sheepskin coat, up to
the belt (sleevesless).

NĂVĂDEALĂ: To pass the wires of the warp
through the strands and the sley, in the order
required by the fabric pattern (on loom).

BRĂCIE (BRĂCEA): Long wool belt, decorated with
with beads and butterflies, which is usually worn
over the waist.

OBÂNZICĂ: A narrow collar of the Romanian traditional blouse / popular shirt crimpy at the neck.

CATRINȚĂ: Item of clothing in the national costume of the Romanian women, which serves as a
skirt or apron and consists of a rectangular piece of
cloth often embroidered, with sequins.
CAȚAVEÍCĂ: A short fur coat, with wide sleeves,
worn by women; knee-long.
CĂPTUF/CĂPTUH: Linen cloth for the front and
back part of peasant shirts.
CIOARECI : The peasant’s trousers tight on their
legs,made of felt or aba, often adorned with metal
thread (găitane).
”BILGĂR” BOOTS: Men’s military boots, with high
upper.
COLȚIȘORI: A zig-zag stitch lace applied to the
collar, sleeves, or at the bottom of the shirt
DIMIE: Thick wool fabric (white) used in the manufacture of peasant clothes; aba, felt.

OBIALĂ, obiele: A piece of cloth or felt, with which
the peasants (sometimes the soldiers) wrap their
feet, instead of socks or over the socks.
PAVĂ, pave: A patch of cloth, felt, etc., square or
rhombic, placed at thecut-out part to widen the
sleeves of a shirt.
ȚUȚUIANĂ: A hat worn by Transylvanian shepherds
VÂLNIC: The Romanian traditional skirt splited in
the front and crimpy on the waist, which belongs to
the folk costume of Oltenia.
ZEGHE: A long peasant coat, sometimes adorned
with black metal threads, worn in mountainous
lands. * A coat made of sheepskin, which shepherds
wear; * Thick felt of which some peasant’s clothes
are made.
.

FOTĂ: A piece of the Romanian folk costume (richly ornamented) worn by women, consisting of a
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The Carpathian Gate, opens the
world for ride and discovery
.....

The Carpathian Gate is the tourism ecodestination that covers the
Fundata-Moieciu de us area, a project to redefinition of the area implemented by The Mountain Ecology
Foundation Center and the Town
Hall Fundata in 2017.
Why ecotourism? Because ecotourism offers the opportunity to travel and know directly and genuinely
local nature and traditions, because
tourist activity produces a minimal
impact on local nature and culture,
because the tourist benefits from local services (accommodation, meals,
guides, transport, folk art, recreation,
etc.) - which gives the visitor a special experience of understanding the
elements of local nature and culture,
contact with local people.
The Fundata-Moieciu de Sus
area is a tourist destination
especially for weekends and
holidays, and tourist offer do not
offer the opportunity for guests to
experience and discover the true
potential of ecotourism in the
area. A discrepancy due to the
absence of services related to accommodation and meals such as: walks
of discovery and interpretation of
nature, horseback riding, mountain
sports with minimal impact on the

.....

environment (skis, hiking, mountain
biking, etc., local craftsmen, the presence of cultural and natural sites,
the existence of a local map to help
guide the area, etc. The EMC managed to coagulate all these tourist needs and requirements through a number of projects, building a visiting
infrastructure: hiking trails, marking
and organizing local heritage sites,
creating printed and online tourist
maps, and organizing events to make
the most of this natural and cultural wealth
of the area (EcoMarathon, Ecotourism
Festival, ChristmasFest etc).
In the process of capitalizing
the ecotourism potential of the
area, appears the project ”THE
TREASURES OF THE DOWRY
CHESTS AT THE CARPATHIAN
GATE”, in which the EMC outlined
two cultural routes of discovery of
the keepers of the old Bran crafts,
private museums that highlight the
material and immateri-al local
cultural heritage, traditional harbor
collections kept carefully in the
dowry chests.
We invite you to (re)discover the
area of the Carpathians Gate with
the eyes of the ecotourist!
Mihai Orleanu, President EMC
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OWNERS OF TREASURES
ANGELA AMECKE ȘI DRAGOȘ GRĂDINARUsat
- Măgura, CORNELIȚA ROBU - Moieciu de Sus,
FAMILIA CORNEA - Moieciu de us, FAMILIA ALDULEA - sat Cheia, Moieciu,
VERONICA RĂUȚA,
(cusute de Jinga Maria, bunica) - Dragoslavele,ELENA CĂLĂICAN
Șirnea,
MARIA STOIAN - Fundata, MĂRIOARA VOINESCUȘirnea,
GEORGIANA ANDREEA ANDREI - Muscel, DENISA STOIAN - Fundata

LOVERS OF TREASURES
VALERIA ORLEANU, CORINA GIURGIA, ANDREI GIURGIA, CARMEN NECHIFOR, MIRUNA CORNEA,
IOANA ALDULEA, REBECA ALDULEA, ANDRA IOANNA PUCHIANU, RADU NAN, LUCIAN LITEANU,
IOANA LUNGOCIU, ANCA TIMIȘ, LIANA STĂNESCU, WILLI ROHRER (ELVEȚIA), BELLAZMIRA,
GARCIA (SPANIA), FRIENDS FROM SUA, BELGIA, FRANȚA
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Traditional embroidery
The Wandered Way
Moieciu Parish, Măgura Village
Angela Amecke Collection
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